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DISCLAIMER

Every possible effort has been made to ensure that the 
information contained in this guidance is accurate at 
the time of publication, and the editors, publishers and 
authors cannot accept responsibility for any errors, or 
omissions, however caused. No responsibility for loss or 
damage occasioned to any person acting, or refraining 
from acting, as a result of the material in this publication 
can be accepted by the editors, the publisher or any of 
the authors.

The law is as stated at 12pm on 14 March 2019.
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This guidance intends to address and explore certain 
questions that businesses and individuals are likely to have 
pending the UK’s exit from the EU. It is not our intention to 
cover all aspects of Brexit, but instead identify significant 
areas of commerce and regulation that face particular 
uncertainty. We have addressed a variety of scenarios post-
Brexit to hopefully assist both businesses and individuals 
prepare for the changes which are likely to occur.

It is difficult to offer any advice on the exact outcome of 
Brexit as it is still very much unclear whether any form of 
agreement between the UK and the EU will be reached, and 
if so what that agreement will look like. A ‘soft’ Brexit could 
mitigate a variety of issues addressed in this guidance. A 
no-deal scenario would constitute a very ‘hard’ Brexit, in 
which the UK would cease to be part of the customs union 
and single market. 

This guide intends to explore some of the broader and 
more complex issues, such as future trade deals, alongside 
more tangible issues such as travel to and from the EU.

Introduction Definitions

Abbreviation Definition

AEO Authorised Economic Operator
BCR Binding Corporate Rules
CETA EU-Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement
CDS Customs Decisions System
CHIEF Customs Handling of Import and Export Freight
CMA Competition and Markets Authority
Code Schengen Borders Code
Commission European Commission
CPC Customs Procedure Codes
CTA Common Travel Area
Defra Department For Environment, Food And Rural Affairs
EEA European Economic Area
ECB European Central Bank
EFTA European Free Trade Agreement
EHIC European Health Insurance Card
EORI Economic Operator Registration And Identification
EU European Union
EUTM European Union Trademark
FTA Free Trade Agreement
GATS General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
GATT General Agreement on Trade in Services
GDPR General Data Protection Regulation
Government UK Government
HMRC Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs
ICO Information Commissioner’s Office
IEM Internal Energy Market
IP Intellectual Property
ISDS Investor-State Dispute Settlement
LVCR Low Value Consignment Relief
MOSS Mini One Stop Shop
NES National Export System
P2P Permission-To-Progress
REMIT Regulation on Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and Transparency
SAD Single Administrative Document
SCM Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
SPC Supplementary Protection Certificate
TPR Temporary Permissions Regime
Treaty The Treaty on European Union
TSO Transmission System Operators
UK United Kingdom
VAT Value Added Tax
Withdrawal Act European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018
WTO World Trade Organisation
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• publishing a paper on citizens’ rights.
What Arrangements Are Being Made Regarding Staffing, Infrastructure And Policy? 4

Significant progress has been made in readying these areas:
• the Government has over 10,000 civil servants working on Brexit;
• some Government departments, such as Defra, which are responsible for a sizeable proportion of 

Brexit work, have already increased their capacity, recruiting 1300 members of staff in 2017/18;
• Border Force are actively recruiting more than 500 frontline officers ahead of Brexit and a further 1000 

staff to ensure flexibility for all scenarios and sufficient resources for existing operations;
• new systems have been procured or developed across a variety of different areas facing post-Brexit 

change;
• existing organisations will grow and take on new responsibilities;
• the Government have entered into international safeguards agreements with the International Atomic 

Energy Agency, as well as bilateral Nuclear Co-operation Agreements, and Air Services Agreements; and 
• certain EU-funded projects have been guaranteed to continue in a no-deal scenario, including the full 

2014-20 Multiannual Financial Framework allocation for structural and investment funds; the payment 
of awards where UK organisations successfully bid directly to the Commission on a competitive basis 
until the end of 2020 and any Rural Development Programme projects contracted before the end of 
2020 for their full lifetime.

What Is The Government’s Approach? 5

The Government is committed to prioritising stability to ensure the smooth operation of business, 
infrastructure and public services and to minimise economic disruption. The Withdrawal Act ensures that 
in all scenarios the same rules and laws will apply on the days before and after exit, with changes agreed 
over time by Parliament. The Government will seek to do what it can to make the transition as smooth as 
possible, even in the event of a no-deal Brexit, and allow time to make significant changes.

Generally, the Government’s stated approach is that it will treat EEA states largely as it currently treats 
other third-countries. However, it will adopt a different approach where necessary to manage the transition 
to a new post-Brexit regime. 

What Is The EU Approach? 6

The Commission has indicated that it intends to treat the UK as a third-country for all purposes if no 
withdrawal arrangements are agreed. For the UK, this would mean “regulation and tariffs at borders with 
the UK as a third-country, including checks and controls for customs … and verification of compliance with 
EU norms”.

What To Do Next?

Businesses should conduct a risk assessment to ensure they are prepared for all eventualities. The following 
chapters offer guidance for businesses and individuals, both from the perspective of a deal being agreed 
and a no-deal Brexit.

Brexit refers to the UK’s decision on 23 June 2016 to leave the EU. The UK triggered 
Article 50 of the Treaty on 29 March 2017 and, as set out under the Treaty, the UK 
has two years to negotiate a withdrawal agreement and a framework for its future 
relationship with the EU. The envisaged transition period under the draft withdrawal 
agreement is scheduled to end on 31 December 2020. 

EU law impacts the everyday lives of businesses and people and will continue to do so 
throughout the transition period following Brexit (assuming there is one). As well as 
continuing to apply existing EU law, the Government will also be obliged to apply any new 
EU laws that are introduced during that period.

What Is The ‘No-Deal’ Scenario?

If an agreement cannot be reached by 29 March 2019 and Article 50 has not been 
extended or revoked, the UK will leave the EU without agreement on the UK and EU’s 
future relationship. As a result, the UK will become a third-country to the EU at 11pm 
GMT on that day. 

What Do We Mean By ‘Soft’ And ‘Hard’ Brexit? 1

Much of the commentary on Brexit is often prefaced by the qualifiers ‘Soft’ and ‘Hard’. 
These reflect the extent of integration between the UK and EU upon the UK’s departure. 
A ‘Soft’ Brexit would likely entail remaining part of the Single Market and aligning with 
the Customs Union – akin to the relationship held by Norway and Iceland. On the other 
hand a ‘Hard’ Brexit would be a no-deal scenario and also trading with the EU under an 
FTA such as Canada and Singapore. Sitting somewhere in the middle of this are those 
countries who are partially aligned with the Customs Union such as Turkey.

Chapter 3 explains in more detail the different relationships the UK could pursue with the 
EU.

What Plans Are Already In Place? 2

For more than two years the Government has been implementing a significant work 
programme to prepare for all scenarios, including a ‘no-deal’ scenario. The 2018 Budget 
confirmed an additional £500m of funding for 2019/20, meaning the Government will 
have invested over £4bn in preparing for an exit from the EU since 2016.

What Advice Has Been Provided? 3

The Government has published over 100 technical notices to ensure that citizens and 
businesses have the information needed to prepare for Brexit. Since the publication 
of these technical notices, further steps have been taken to ensure businesses and 
individuals are ready, including:

• publishing guidance for businesses on processes and procedures at the border;
• contacting businesses who trade with the EU, instructing them to prepare for no-deal 

customs procedures;
• advising organisations that trade cross-border about potential disruption so they can 

get their supply chains ready; and

1. What is Brexit?
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dependent on the detail. Businesses need to understand how they may be affected by delays; whether this 
is from the impracticality of delays on imports or exports (i.e. perishable goods), increased lead times or 
the allocation of risk for costs, damages or failure to deliver as a result of such delay. Some businesses may 
be able to qualify with HMRC as an AEO to ensure less delay and inspection at borders. 

What Will Happen to Workers?
Staffing problems are a big worry for businesses post-Brexit. Industries such as construction and agriculture 
are heavily dependent on EU labour and may face a shortage if the UK leaves without a deal. 

Chapter 11 goes into more detail about the impact of Brexit on the UK-EU relationship in travel and 
immigration.

Can Brexit Provide Opportunities for Business?
While the volatility of the exchange rate between the pound sterling and the Euro is likely to continue in 
any form of deal, a harder Brexit will likely continue to weaken the strength of the pound sterling.  This 
could, in turn, create new opportunities for some UK businesses. Where businesses do not rely on EU 
imports for example, some businesses may find their domestic opportunities increase. 

A ‘hard’ Brexit will also mean that the UK will be able to enter into new trade agreements with countries 
which could open up new markets for UK exporters or establish previous markets on better terms. Some 
foreign investors may even regard a weakened pound sterling as attractive and use it as an opportunity for 
investment. 

(B) Will The Law Change After Brexit?

Commercial Law
Generally, contract law in the UK consists of established legal principles developed and maintained in the 
UK legal system, and it is unlikely these principles will be dramatically altered by Brexit. There is room for 
potential conflicts, however, arising in cross-border contracts and the governance of conflicting laws.

EU law does currently have a significant influence on a variety of areas within commercial law and Brexit 
could consequently create a knock-on effect for commercial contracts. For example, EU law directly 
regulates commercial agencies, advertising and marketing, outsourcing, product liability, e-commerce, 
labelling, consumer rights, distribution, supply of services, data protection and confidentiality. Most of 
these areas have laws transposed into UK law and will face no immediate change, and it is likely that post-
Brexit Parliament will look to keep the relevant legislation along the same lines, however there is a scope 
for divergence over time. 

Chapter 10 explores the potential change to data protection law.

Competition Law
Post-Brexit, there may be scope for the UK to diverge from certain aspects of EU competition law. This 
may encourage the Government to provide additional support for domestic industries, such as the rules 
concerning state aid. If the UK leaves the EEA, EU state aid rules would no longer be directly applicable in 
their current form. 

However, the Government has indicated that it will transpose existing EU state aid law into domestic law 
and that the CMA will assume responsibility for state aid oversight and enforcement. Any freedom to 
diverge will potentially be constrained by any future free trade agreement between the UK and the EU, and 
in any event, the UK will remain subject to the terms of the SCM.

Chapter 12 goes into further detail regarding potential effect on the rules of state aid.

(A) How Will Businesses Be Affected?

What Happens in an Uncertain Market?
There is no single view on how Brexit will affect businesses in the UK. However, 
businesses are likely to share certain commonalities that may pose a threat to their 
commercial viability. To what extent a business may be affected by the uncertainties 
described in this guidance will vary and each business will require varying degrees of 
adjustment. 

Markets do not like uncertainty and an immediate consequence of Brexit will be market 
volatility with share prices, exchange rates and commodity prices all expected to 
fluctuate. The effects of such will likely be felt across the supply chain for the majority of 
businesses, requiring at least some degree of risk and exposure evaluation.

Chapters 6 and 8 explore the potential impact on supplying services in the EU and the 
energy market respectively.

Will Business Costs Increase?
A ‘no-deal’ scenario will leave UK businesses susceptible to the costs of duties and tariffs. 
Parties need to understand the viability of their contracts; taking into consideration the 
potential increase in costs and understand who will bear any such costs. For example, 
a UK business may find its current transportation and warehousing arrangements no 
longer viable if they are required to pay tariffs on imports into the UK.

The volatility of the exchange rate between the pound sterling and the Euro is likely 
to continue and a hard Brexit will likely continue to weaken the pound sterling. This 
volatility across the market, and the potential increase in operational and logistical costs, 
could also lead to a higher risk of insolvency for certain businesses and their suppliers 
and customers.

Additional costs to take into consideration may be the associated costs of dealing with 
documentation, a different VAT regime or having to hire customs brokers, accountants or 
lawyers to understand and implement the necessary post-Brexit adjustments. 

Chapter 4 explores the implications of Brexit for VAT.

Will Businesses Face Trade Restrictions?
The removal of the free movement of goods may potentially lead to a divergence of 
regulatory requirements between the UK and the EU. Trade compliance in certain UK 
industries may not necessarily mean dual-compliance in the same EU industry. 

The Government may introduce new or different sanctions that restricts trade making it 
no longer viable for certain UK businesses to conduct business in the EU, and vice versa.

Chapter 3 explores the different trade options available to the UK post-Brexit. Chapters 4 
and 5 elaborate on the rule changes to imports and exports.

Will Businesses Experience Delays?
With or without a deal, Brexit brings with it a risk to delays at borders. This will be 
unavoidable in a ‘no-deal’ Brexit, but the extent of delays in a deal scenario will be 

2. Will Brexit affect my Business?
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Corporate Law
With or without a Brexit deal, there will be minimal impact on company law. Certain provisions in the 
Companies Act 2006 are derived from EU law, but it is very unlikely that the Act will be subject to material 
review or amendment.

Intellectual Property (“IP”) Law
IP rights that are both registered and unregistered in the UK will remain largely unaffected. International 
trademarks that apply across EU member states, but are registered under a body distinct from the EU, such 
as the European Patent Office or Madrid System for trademarks, will also remain the same. If the UK was to 
remain within the EEA, it is likely all current IP rights and obligations would remain intact.

However, a no-deal Brexit scenario will affect the unitary character that EU law affords intellectual 
property across Europe; such as for EUTMs. The majority of the UK IP legislative framework consists of 
directly effective EU regulations and transposed EU Directives and to avoid any regulatory vacuum, the UK 
legislative bodies would have to transpose the relevant regulations into UK law. Given the current extent 
of the interconnection of trade, and a widely-held recognition that the harmonization of IP rights are 
beneficial, it is unlikely that there may be any significant divergence in IP law post-Brexit. 

The changes to the UK IP regime will largely depend on how a deal is structured. IP right holders should 
act with caution and identify which of their rights may be affected. For some, this may require further 
registrations to ensure maximum protection. 

Chapter 9 goes into further detail for IP right holders.

(C) How Will Brexit Affect My Contracts?

The biggest risk of Brexit to contracts is not necessarily a legislative one. Rather, an uncertain bureaucracy 
could destabilize the commerciality of the bargain underlying certain agreements. 

Business-to-business contracts for goods and services are principally governed by UK statute and common 
law, and will not be affected directly by Brexit. It is predominantly ‘secondary’ rules and legislation related 
to these contracts that may be of concern, such as changes to the VAT treatment of payments, product 
liability, labelling, data protection or price changes. In the event of a no-deal scenario, the rules that apply 
to the rest of the world when trading with the UK will apply to trade with EU countries. For example, the 
shipment of certain goods between EU member states and the UK will require import/export licences. 
Current import/export licences issued by the UK will no longer be valid for shipments to the EU from third 
countries, or vice versa. Customs checks will also be required for goods entering and leaving the EU as the 
UK will no longer be part of a customs union.

Factors such as the imposition of tariffs, restrictions on the freedom of movement of people or further 
changes in exchange rates could result in financial hardship. Some companies may be forced to change 
the jurisdiction in which they source components, in order to comply with certain rules of origin. Without 
express contractual provisions, parties who have made a bad bargain or who are adversely affected by 
Brexit may find themselves with limited relief under the common law.

Parties to a contract will need to consider how post-Brexit ramifications may affect their contracts. The risk 
of not drafting, or renegotiating, to address Brexit uncertainty could leave a party exposed to continue to 
perform their obligations in full, even if as a result of Brexit-related events they become less attractive or 
uneconomic. 

Chapter 12 explores consider measures that could be adopted to Brexit-proof contracts.
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This Chapter sets out the different options for post-Brexit trading arrangements between 
the UK and the EU.

(A) Trading Under World Trade Organisation Rules 7

What is the WTO?
The WTO is an inter-governmental organization that regulates international trade. Trade 
in goods and services is governed by GATT and GATS. WTO members agree market access 
rights with each other (for example the maximum tariff levels that will be applied on 
particular products) and these are recorded in each member’s schedules. 

WTO members are free to trade with each other on more favourable terms than those 
recorded in their schedules, but must do so in line with WTO rules which generally 
require that member to extend those same favourable terms to all WTO members. 
Exceptions to this rule include free trade areas or customs unions, or agreements 
liberalising the trade in services. 

The WTO dispute resolution mechanism requires claims to be brought by member states 
rather than individual businesses in contrast to ISDS procedure (referred to below).

How Will the WTO Rules Affect the UK?
In the event that the UK leaves the EU without a deal on 29 March 2019, UK-EU trade 
will take place under WTO rules. The UK would no longer be obliged to accept the four 
freedoms (freedom of movement of goods, service, people and capital) nor have to 
contribute to the EU’s budget. The UK would no longer have any influence over EU law 
but businesses would have to comply with all relevant rules (such as product standards) 
when exporting to the EU.

The UK has submitted its schedule of commitments under GATT and GATS. These 
schedules replicate as far as possible the UK’s current obligations under the EU schedules.

(B) Free Trade Agreements 8

What is an FTA?
An FTA is an agreement between countries to increase trade between them by reducing 
or eliminating trade barriers (tariffs and non-tariffs). Tariffs are customs duties on goods 
passing from one customs territory to another and are most commonly imposed on 
imports. Non-tariff barriers are other measures that prohibit or restrict the flow of trade 
such as compulsory packaging requirements. 

The most comprehensive FTAs aim to facilitate trade in services as well as in goods, and 
may cover areas such as direct investment, intellectual property, public procurement 
and technical standards. For example CETA enables EU firms to bid for Canadian public 
contracts. 9 FTAs may also include dispute resolution mechanisms such as ISDS which 
enables businesses to bring challenges directly against offending states. 

The EU’s FTAs generally grant more access to markets for goods rather than services. 10 
When exporting to the single market, businesses must comply with all relevant rules such 
as product standards.

3. What trade options are availaBle to the uK? What Would an FTA Mean for the UK?
In their most basic form, FTAs aim to facilitate trade in goods by reducing, or eliminating, tariffs or quotas. 
Although some FTAs include provisions for trade in services, the inclusion of such is not guaranteed. Given 
the importance of the services sector to the UK economy, this should be kept in mind.

Parties to an FTA are usually free to conduct independent trade policies and set their own tariffs in respect 
of trade with third-countries. For that reason FTAs normally include rules of origin requirements, obliging 
each party to apply customs checks and prove the origin of the goods that they export to each other, to 
ensure that the correct tariff is paid. 

Any negotiations on the terms of an FTA would be expected to take an extended period of time (CETA, for 
example, took seven years of negotiation). 11

(C) Customs Union

What is a Customs Union? 12

A customs union is a type of preferential trade agreement. Members of a customs union agree to remove 
or reduce tariffs on trade between them and charge a common tariff on imports from countries outside the 
customs union. Parties to a customs union must comply with WTO rules. 

How does the EU Customs Union operate?
Within the EU’s customs union (which covers the EU member states, Monaco and the Isle of Man) there are 
no tariffs on trade in goods. All members apply the same sets of tariffs on goods imported from countries 
outside the customs union. 

Imports from outside the EU’s customs union are subject to customs checks to ensure that the correct tariff 
is paid. No further rules of origin checks are required when goods cross the borders between members of 
the customs union. 

What options are available for the UK to enter into a Customs Union? 13

The most commonly discussed options are:

• The UK remaining in the EU customs union on a permanent basis.
• The UK entering into a customs union agreement with the EU (such as Turkey has, as discussed below) 

whereby the UK is not part of the EU customs union but has a customs union with the EU customs 
union.

• The UK continuing to participate in the EU customs union for a transitional period - the draft 
withdrawal agreement envisages a single customs union until such time as a future UK-EU trading 
relationship is agreed. The UK would not be entitled to unilaterally leave this arrangement.

Practical Example – Turkey 14

Turkey has a customs union agreement with the EU that grants it partial access to the single market. Turkey 
has no influence on EU law, does not accept free movement of people and does not contribute to the EU 
budget. 

The Turkey-EU Customs Union Agreement:

• enables tariff-free trade between Turkey and the EU on all goods covered by the agreement (covers 
industrial goods, but not agriculture);  

• since it does not cover all goods, customs checks are required at the Turkey-EU border;
• permits the parties to use trade defence measures against each other, such as anti-subsidy measures; 
• requires Turkey to apply the EU’s common external tariff to imports from non-EU countries for all goods 

covered, adopt the EU’s standards and regulations for all goods covered, and follow common customs 
procedures. 
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Turkey is obliged to conclude FTAs with those countries who conclude preferential trade with the EU, 
grant the same preferential tariffs to those countries, and harmonise its legislation in areas relating to the 
customs union.

(D) European Economic Area Membership  15

The EEA consists of the EU member states, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. The EEA Agreement:

• gives the non-EU EEA members considerable access to the single market (including passporting rights 
for financial services) and treats them, for single market purposes, as if they were member states; 

• requires the non-EU EEA members to accept the four freedoms;
• prohibits tariffs on trade between the contracting parties (except on certain fish and agricultural 

products), provided the products originate in the EEA. The non-EU EEA members are outside the EU’s 
customs union, so customs border controls apply. Rules of origin determine the extent to which a 
product must be produced or processed within the EEA in order to be traded tariff-free; and 

• requires the non-EU EEA members to adopt much of EU law by fully implementing EU legislation 
covering the single market. Since the non-EU EEA members comply with technical regulations, their 
exports to the EU are not checked for regulatory compliance (although they are checked for origin).

Non-EU EEA members contribute substantially to the EU’s budget via the ‘EEA and Norway Grants’ and have 
no direct influence on EU law. They can conclude their own trade agreements, as they can set their own 
tariffs on imports from non-EEA countries, but they cannot relax or change any EU standards or regulations. 

The EFTA Court deals with breaches of the EEA Agreement by non-EU EEA members and usually follows the 
principles established by the Court of Justice of the European Union. 

The EEA Agreement does not cover the following EU policies:

• Common Agricultural Policy. 
• Common Commercial Policy.
• Common Fisheries Policy.
• Common Foreign and Security Policy.
• Direct and indirect taxation.
• Economic and Monetary Union.
• EU customs union. 
• Justice and Home Affairs, although the non-EU EEA members are part of the Schengen area.

(E) European Free Trade Agreement Membership 16

The EFTA members are Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland. The UK was a founding member 
prior to entering the then Common Market in 1973. 

There is free trade between the EFTA members under the EFTA Convention although EFTA is not a customs 
union so its members do not impose a common external tariff on non-members. 

(F) General Comments 
What Does ‘Access to the Single Market’ Mean? 17

EU member states have full access to the single market based on the four freedoms – freedom of 
movement of goods, people, services and capital. Within the single market there are no tariffs or 
quotas on trade in goods, and non-tariff barriers to trade are reduced. 

Non-EU members of the EEA have considerable access under the EEA Agreement. They accept the 
four freedoms, contribute to the EU’s budget, are subject to the jurisdiction of the EFTA Court and 
have no direct influence on EU law.

Countries that are not members of the EEA have varying degrees of access. Their exports to the EU are 
subject to relevant tariffs and quotas unless removed by a preferential trade or customs agreement. For 
example, Canada has preferential access to the EU single market for goods (excluding certain sensitive 
items) however access for services, whilst somewhat eased under the terms of CETA, remains limited. 18

What Are the ‘Rules of Origin’? 19

These rules require proof of the originating status of goods for them to qualify for preferential treatment 
under a trade agreement. For example, if goods are not wholly produced in a party’s territory, the provisions 
of an agreement may require that a specified percentage is domestic content to qualify for preferential 
treatment. 

             (G)  Comparison of UK-EU Trade Options Based 

EU 
Member 
State

WTO FTA (Canada) Customs Union (Turkey) EEA Member 
(Norway)

EFTA Member 
(Switzerland)

Access to the 
Single Market Full access No Depends on the 

terms of the FTA Partial access
Considerable 
access via EEA 
Agreement

Partial access

Free 
Movement of 
People

Yes: four 
freedoms* No No No Yes: four 

freedoms* Yes

EU Budget 
Contributions

Yes, 
substantial No No No Yes, 

substantial Yes

Conclude 
Own Trade 
Agreements

No Yes Yes

Yes, but must align them 
to EU’s trade agreements 
unless areas covered by 
the FTA are not within 
the terms of the Customs 
Union

Yes, but 
cannot change 
EU standards 
or regulations

Yes

EU Law 
Applies Yes No

Not directly, 
depends on the 
terms of the FTA

Yes, in areas of single 
market access

Yes, via EEA 
Agreement

Yes, in the 
areas of single 
market access

Direct 
Influence on 
EU Law

Yes No No No No No

                     * Freedom of movement of goods, people, services and capital. 

(H) What Does This Mean?

Both the UK and the EU insist they want an amicable departure and organised exit process, but with 
negotiations increasingly fraught a no-deal scenario looms large. This would leave the UK trading with the 
EU under the WTO rules.
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Note - This Chapter substantially reproduces the following Government guidance 
‘Preparing for a no deal EU Exit: step-by-step guide to importing’ 

In the event that the UK leaves the EU without an agreement on 29 March 2019, UK 
businesses will have to apply import procedures to goods traded with the EU in the same 
way that already applies for goods traded outside the EU. 

(A) What Steps Can I Take?

Step 1 - Register for a UK EORI Number 21

You will need an EORI number in order to trade and you may also require an EU EORI 
number depending on the nature of your business. The application you will fill in will 
differ depending on your circumstances:

• registered for VAT (if you did not get one when registering for VAT online); 
• not registered for VAT; or
• wanting to make a customs declaration yourself.

An EORI will usually be sent, by email, within three working days of applying.

Step 2 - Find out the Commodity Code of Your Goods
Commodity codes classify goods so you can fill in customs declarations, check if there is 
duty to pay and find out about duty reliefs. Classifying your goods correctly means that 
you:

• pay the correct amount of duty;
• know if duty is suspended on any of your goods;
• know if any preferential duty rates can be applied; and
• know if you need to obtain an import or export licence.

If you submit an incorrect classification then:

• you could be asked to pay any outstanding duty or VAT on customs entry;
• you may have to pay any arrears plus interest, of duties and VAT which have occurred 

as a result over at least the previous 3 years; and
• your goods may be delayed and/or seized.

Guidance on how to classify a range of goods can be found on the gov.uk website. If you 
cannot find what you are looking for you can search the Trade Tariff tool. 

You could also search for EU Binding Tariff Information rulings to see if a decision has 
been made on a similar product. If you still cannot find the right code, you can use 
HMRC’s Tariff Classification Service to get non-binding advice. Alternatively, you can apply 
for a Binding Tariff Information decision on the commodity code that should be used.

4. hoW can i import into the uK in the event
 of a no-deal Brexit? 20

Step 3 - Determine the Value of Your Goods 22

The value of the goods is necessary to determine the level of customs duty applicable and is also used for 
trade statistics. The value of goods is determined by using one of the following 6 ways or ‘methods’. You 
must try Method 1 before going on to Method 2 and so on (except Methods 4 and 5):

• Method 1 is based upon the transaction value - this is the price paid or payable by the buyer to the 
seller for the goods when sold for export to the UK.

• Method 2 is based on the customs value of identical goods exported to the European Community at or 
about the same time as the goods to be valued.

• Method 3 is based on the customs value of similar goods exported to the European Community at or 
about the same time as the goods to be valued.

• Method 4 is based on the selling price of the goods in the European Community.

• Method 5 is based on the costs of production of the goods - usually it can only be used where the 
importer and supplier are related.

• Method 6 is the final fall-back method in which a customs valuation is made using reasonable means 
that are consistent with WTO valuation principles. This is done by adapting Methods 1 to 5 to fit 
unusual circumstances.

Step 4 - Check Whether Your Goods are Prohibited or Restricted
Check whether your goods are prohibited or restricted in any way or whether any additional requirements 
must be met. Some goods are restricted and a special licence needed to be able to bring them into the UK. 
In particular, licences are needed for the import of military and para-military goods, artworks, plants and 
animals, medicines and chemicals. Note that if you try to import goods that are suspected of infringing 
intellectual property rights they may be seized and you could be prosecuted.

Step 5 - Establish the Origin of the Goods 23

Establishing the origin of the goods will help to identify whether they qualify for lower or nil customs 
duty. There are 2 main categories of origin in the rules: (1) goods wholly obtained or produced in a single 
country, and (2) goods whose production involved materials from multiple countries.

The second category is more complex as there are several criteria to consider - the origins of the materials 
themselves, the country in which the substantial production phase took place and the value each country 
added. If a product is manufactured entirely in the EU and is exported to a country with which there is 
a preferential arrangement it may attract lower or nil rates of duty when imported into the destination 
country.

However, if some of the components are manufactured in the EU but components are added and the 
product is assembled in another country it may be judged that the product originates from the country of 
assembly. 

Once you have established the origin of the goods you can check their customs classification, using the UK 
Trade Tariff, which will show you if the goods qualify for a preference. 

Step 6 - Consider Whether You are Eligible to Use Any Facilitations
There are a number of customs special procedures available to traders: (1) storage comprising of Customs 
Warehousing, (2) specific use comprising of Temporary Admission and End Use, (3) processing comprising 
Inward and Outward Processing and (4) transit.

You should research the procedures to make sure that you can meet the requisite obligations of each 
procedure before deciding whether to use one. Note that the use of special procedures requires prior 
authorisation from HMRC.
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Step 7 - Choose the Correct Customs Procedure Code for Your Goods
CPC identify the customs and/or excise regimes which goods are being entered into and removed from 
(where this applies) - the CPC is a 7-digit code built up from this information.

The first 2 digits identify the community code for procedure applied for i.e. regime to which goods are 
being entered. The second 2 digits identify the community code for previous procedure i.e. regime from 
which goods are being withdrawn. The final 3 digits are national coding to breakdown community headings 
into more detail.

Step 8 - Declare Your Imports to Customs
It is possible to make your own customs declarations by completing a SAD, form C88. SADs can be 
submitted electronically using Customs Declaration Service. To complete a SAD successfully you will need 
the information gained from the previous steps i.e. the customs classification, the commodity code, the 
import value of the goods and the customs procedure code explaining what is being done with the goods, 
for example import to free circulation.

You may want to engage a third party, such as a customs broker or agent, to make customs declarations for 
you. This can make importing simpler and faster if you are not authorised to make electronic declarations 
yourself. 

If you decide to use a third party, you must, in a formal written authorisation, outline if the third party is 
to act as a ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’ representative (a ‘direct’ representative shall be wholly liable for custom 
debts, whereas for an ‘indirect’ representative such liability shall be on a joint and several basis with the 
importer):

• Freight Forwarders - this involves moving goods around the world. One of a freight forwarders main 
functions is to arrange customs clearance. A freight forwarder or their subcontractor will have specific 
software that can communicate with the HMRC central computer. 

• Express Courier Industry - express courier operators specialise in time-definite transportation services 
and offer world-wide, integrated, door-to-door movement of shipments which are tracked and 
controlled throughout the journey.

• Customs Agent/Broker - customs agents and brokers ensure that goods can be cleared through 
customs on route to the final place of delivery in the UK. 

 
Step 9 - Pay Duty on Goods
You may have to pay import duty depending on the classification of the goods and where they come from. 
Some goods benefit from a duty suspension regime. Your goods may also be liable for further duties, such 
as anti-dumping duties. Goods will not usually be released by HMRC until payment of all charges due. 
Exceptions to this include if the importer of the goods takes advantage of the Duty Deferment Scheme. 
Conditions must be met to use this scheme.

Step 10 - Keep a Record
You are required to keep records for all traded goods you declare to HMRC for 6 years. This is for duty and 
tax purposes, and for Government statistics.

(B)  General Considerations 

Will my Goods be Liable for Excise Duty?
As mentioned above, goods are not normally released by HMRC until payment of all charges due on them. 
This normally relates to any VAT or import duty that may be due. On top of this, certain goods may also be 
liable to excise duty such as hydrocarbon oil and biofuels. 

Will I Pay VAT on Imports?
The Government has indicated that in a ‘no-deal’ scenario, it will introduce postponed accounting for 
import VAT on goods brought into the UK - UK VAT registered businesses importing goods to the UK will be 
able to account for import VAT on their VAT return, rather than paying import VAT on or soon after the time 
that the goods arrive at the UK border. 

What is an Authorised Economic Operator? 24

AEO status is an internationally recognised quality mark indicating that your role in the international supply 
chain is secure, and that your customs controls and procedures are efficient and compliant. If you hold AEO 
status for security and safety purposes it will enable you to benefit from certain facilitations of customs 
controls at the entry of the goods into the customs territory of the EU or when your goods leave the 
customs territory of the EU. You can apply for AEO status for customs simplification, AEO status for security 
and safety or both.

(C)  Temporary Tariff Regime

In the event that the UK leaves the EU without a withdrawal agreement, the Government has introduced a 
temporary trade tariffs regime on imports into the UK. The regime aims to reduce costs for businesses and 
consumers. It also seeks to protect industries that are vulnerable.

UK businesses would not pay customs duties on the majority of goods when importing into the UK if the 
UK leaves the European Union without an agreement - 87% of total imports to the UK by value would be 
eligible for tariff free access.

Tariffs would still apply to the other 13% of imports. In particular a mixture of tariffs and quotas would be 
applied on beef, lamb, pork, poultry and some dairy products to support farmers and producers. 

A number of tariffs on finished vehicles are to be retained to support the automobile industry. Tariffs will be 
retained in those sectors, such as fertilisers, where tariffs have protected UK industry against state subsidies 
and other unfair trading practices.

The Government currently offers preferential access to the UK market for developing countries. To ensure 
that such access is maintained, tariffs on a set of goods, including bananas, raw cane sugar and certain 
kinds of fish will be retained.

The tariffs would apply equally to all other trading partners, except for those where an FTA is in place and 
around 70 developing countries that will benefit from preferential access to the UK market.

The Government has also confirmed that it will take a temporary approach to avoid new checks and 
controls on goods at the Northern Ireland land border if the UK leaves the EU without a deal. The 
temporary import tariffs will therefore not apply to goods crossing from Ireland into Northern Ireland.

The temporary regime will apply for up to 12 months whilst the Government consults stakeholders on the 
adoption of a permanent tariffs plan.
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Note - This Chapter substantially reproduces the following Government guidance 
‘Preparing for a no deal EU Exit: step-by-step guide to exporting’ 

In the event that the UK leaves the EU without an agreement on 29 March 2019, UK 
businesses will have to apply export procedures to goods traded with the EU in the same 
way that already applies for goods traded outside the EU. 

(A)  What Steps Can I Take?

Step 1 - Register for a UK EORI Number 26

You will need an EORI number in order to trade and depending on the nature of your 
business you may also require an EU EORI number. The application you will fill in will 
differ depending on your circumstances. An EORI will usually be sent to you, by email, 
within three working days.

Step 2 - Check if You Need a Licence to Export Your Goods Outside the UK
You may need a licence or follow special rules to export restricted goods. Whether or not 
you need an export licence for your goods will be determined by:

• nature of the goods;
• destination of the goods;
• ultimate end use of the goods; and
• licensability of trade activities.

Goods that are restricted range from agricultural products to military goods.

Step 3 - Find Out the Commodity Code of Your Goods
Commodity codes classify goods so you can fill in export declarations. It is important to 
conduct some background research on the destination(s) you are exporting to. This will 
help you to determine if the goods will occur import duty in the destination country.

Step 4 - Choose the Correct Customs Procedure Code for Your Goods
Customs procedure codes identify the customs and/or excise regimes which goods are 
being entered into and removed from (where this applies). The CPC is based on a 2-digit 
community code which identifies a customs procedure. The CPC is built up into a 7-digit 
code from this.

Step 5 - Register for the National Export System
• Individual - the NES is a computer system which allows export declarations to be 

made electronically.
• Third Party - the agent/courier/freight forward will ask you to complete a commercial 

invoice. The commercial invoice should contain the value of your goods – which is 
the price you are selling them for. The price of any freight costs or export insurance 
(which you may or may not have included in the selling price) will also need to be 
listed separately. It is important that the information provided on the commercial 
invoice is accurate. This invoice will be used by your freight forwarder / agent to make 
an official customs declaration.

 
Step 6 - Attach the Commercial Invoice (and licence, if you need one) to Your Consignment
The relevant documents must accompany the goods to the port of exit.

5. hoW can i export to the eu in the event of 
a no-deal Brexit? 25

Step 7 – ‘Present’ the Goods to Customs
Notification of the arrival of goods at the required location for customs control is referred to as 
‘presentation of the goods to customs’. CHIEF will examine the ‘arrival message’ and determine whether 
the goods have P2P or need to go a different route. When the goods should be presented to customs is 
dependent on what method of transporting the goods is being used. An authorised CHIEF ‘loader’ will need 
to send a notification of arrival on CHIEF. This lets HMRC know that the goods are at a required location for 
customs control (normally a port).

Step 8 - Finalise the Export Entry on CHIEF 
Once the means of transport upon which the goods were loaded has physically left the UK, a departure 
message must be submitted to CHIEF. As per the step above, this can only be done by someone who 
is authorised in the CHIEF ‘loader’ role. If after P2P is given, the goods are not exported, the declarant 
(usually via the loader) must advise customs of the change in circumstances.

Step 9 – Keep a Record
You’re required to keep records for all traded goods you declare to HMRC for 6 years. The reason for this is 
for duty and tax purposes, and for Government statistics.

(B)  General Considerations

Will I Pay VAT on Exports?
You can usually zero-rate goods you are exporting out of the UK as long as you meet certain conditions. 
For further guidance see VAT Notice 703. VAT is explored further in Chapter 7.

How do I Declare my Export to HMRC?
It is possible to make your own customs declarations, but the process is complicated and only suitable for 
more experienced exporters. Most businesses use a customs broker or agent to do this for them. You’ll 
need to arrange transport yourself. 

• Freight Forwarders - freight forwarding involves moving goods around the world on behalf of importers 
and exporters. One of a freight forwarders main functions is to arrange customs clearance of goods 
crossing the frontier. A freight forwarder or their subcontractor will have specific software that can 
communicate with the HMRC central computer.

• Express Courier Industry - the express courier industry involves operators who specialise in time-
definite, transportation services for documents, parcels and freight. These operators offer world-wide, 
integrated, door-to-door movement of shipments which are tracked and controlled throughout the 
journey.

• Customs Agent/Broker - customs agents and brokers make sure that your goods can be cleared 
through customs on route to the final place of delivery in the UK. A customs agent/broker will either 
act as a direct representative or indirect representative. 

If you decide to use a third party, you must, in a formal written authorisation, outline whether the third 
party acts as a ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’ representative. The route you need to take depends on whether you 
will be processing the export yourself or whether you have entrusted a third party to do so. This applies for 
steps 5, 6, and 7.

It is important to note that export declarations are pre-lodged with HMRC. The Export Accompanying 
Document issued by HMRC declarations system needs to accompany the goods to the port where the 
goods are being presented to customs.

Replacement of the CHIEF System 27

CHIEF is being replaced by CDS which is being phased in gradually and has started with a small group of 
businesses. The number of businesses making declarations to CDS will grow over the coming months.
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6. What is the proposed future relationship 
for financial services? 

At the time of writing, the Government is not seeking to be a member of the single 
market following the UK’s departure from the EU. This would mean that, subject to the 
terms of any bespoke deal agreed, UK financial institutions will lose the passporting rights 
currently available to them under single market legislation.

(A)  What Is Passporting And Why Is It Important? 28

Passporting enables firms authorised in one EEA member state to carry on certain 
activities in another EEA member state, on the basis of home state authorisation. 
Passporting allows financial institutions to conduct business in one or more other 
member states without needing to obtain additional licences in each member state.

(B)  What Will Happen In A No-Deal Scenario? 29

Some legislation provides a mechanism for financial institutions based outside the EEA to 
provide services therein, provided that the EU has deemed the regulatory requirements 
in the jurisdiction in which those institutions are based to be equivalent. 

However, certain sectors are silent on the issue, which means equivalence will not always 
be of assistance. In any event, there is no guarantee of the UK regime being deemed 
equivalent.

(C)  Will Financial Service Providers Relocate? 30

A loss of passporting rights means that thought has to be given to the relocation of 
operations. The European supervisory authorities and the ECB have published guidance 
for firms that are considering relocating. Firms are strongly advised not to simply establish 
‘shell companies’ that funnel operations back to the UK.

(D)  Have Any Temporary Measures Been Adopted? 31

The UK has established a TPR that will allow certain EEA firms to continue operating in 
the UK for a time-limited period after the UK has left the EU. For those firms wishing to 
operate on a permanent basis, the regime is intended to provide sufficient time to apply 
for full authorisation. 

(E)  What Will Happen To Cross-Border Contracts?

The UK’s departure has implications for cross-border contracts. If the issue is not 
addressed by an agreement between the UK and the EU, or by unilateral measures taken 
by the UK or the EU, firms will need to consider appropriate remedies.

(F)  What Changes Will Be Made To UK Legislation And Regulation? 32

The Government intends to replicate EU law and then amend it so that it is effective once 
the UK has left the EU. The Withdrawal Act brings direct EU legislation within domestic 
law on exit day and gives the Government the power to enact any necessary secondary 
legislation.

(G)  What Problems May Arise In Relation To WTO Rules And FTAs? 33

The rules of the WTO will form a framework for the financial services sector post-Brexit, regardless of 
whether the UK agrees an FTA with the EU.

What are the Implications if there is no UK-EU FTA Covering Financial Services?
If an FTA that covers financial services is not agreed, then the GATS rules will apply by default for UK 
financial institutions’ access into EU member states (and into all other WTO member states that do not 
have an FTA with the UK) and for EU financial institutions’ access into the UK.

GATS is not a framework that individual institutions can rely on as a mechanism for gaining access to 
foreign markets. It is simply a means by which different jurisdictions set out their commitments to 
market access. It is not an effective substitute for the passporting arrangements currently available. 

If no FTA were to be agreed between the UK and the EU (and no other arrangements put in place), 
financial institutions in the UK would only gain access to EU markets to the extent set out in the EU’s 
schedule of commitments and vice-versa.
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Note - This Chapter substantially reproduces the following Government guidance ‘VAT for 
businesses if there’s no Brexit deal’.

(A)  What Are The Implications Of No-Deal On VAT Generally?

The Government’s aim is to keep VAT procedures as close as possible to what they are 
now. 

(B)  Will My Business Be Affected When Importing Goods From The EU In A No-Deal 
Scenario?

What are the Implications of No-Deal?
The current rules for imports from non-EU countries will apply to imports from the EU. 

How Will I Account for VAT?
The current rules of postponed accounting for non-EU imports will apply across the board 
to imports into the UK. UK VAT registered businesses that import goods into the UK will 
be able to account for import VAT on VAT returns. This will prevent the payment of VAT at 
the time of import. Customs declarations and the payment of any other duties will still be 
required.

Will I Pay VAT on Parcel Imports?
Any parcel entering the UK from overseas will be susceptible to payment of VAT. LVCR will 
no longer apply to parcels from the EU. Without any domestic relief, all parcels entering 
the UK from overseas businesses will be have to pay VAT.

VAT will be charged at the time of purchase for all parcels up to £135 in value. The UK 
Government has stated it will use a ‘technology-based solution’ to allow VAT payment 
to be collected from overseas businesses, who will be expected to register and account 
VAT with HMRC. Each overseas business will have to label their ‘Unique Identifier’ on the 
parcels they send into the UK and declare the VAT due on those parcels. Payment will be 
made online. The current rules for parcels from non-EU countries will extend to parcels 
valued over £135. Vehicles from the EU will become subject to import VAT.

(C) How Will My Business Be Effected When Exporting Goods To The EU In A No-Deal 
Scenario?

Business exporting into the EU will have to check the applicable rules and process for the 
individual country they are exporting into as VAT will be checked at the EU border and 
import VAT may vary.

Will I Pay VAT When Exporting Goods to EU Consumers?
The current EU rules for exporting goods to the EU would apply to UK exports. This would 
mean the payment of the associated import VAT and customs by importers when UK 
goods are exported into the EU. However, the rules for distance selling arrangements will 
no longer be applicable to UK businesses, allowing UK businesses to zero-rate sales of 
goods to EU consumers.

 

7. Will i still have to pay vat? 34 Will I Pay VAT When Exporting Goods to EU businesses in a No-Deal Scenario?
UK businesses will continue to be able to zero-rate sales of goods to EU businesses. However, the 
requirement to complete European Commission sales lists will no longer exist. Consequently, the method 
that European Commission sales are recorded will likely change. This would mean that EU businesses 
will have to retain evidence to prove that goods imported from the UK have actually left the UK. This is in 
line with the practice for exports to non-EU countries, alongside the import VAT and customs due when 
imported into the EU.

What if my Business Sells its Own Goods in an EU Member State to Customers in That Country in a No-
Deal Scenario?
It will still be possible for UK businesses to trade goods they have stored in an EU member state to 
customers in the EU following the rules applicable for non-EU countries. Accounting for VAT due in those 
counties will however require registration for VAT in the EU state where sales are made.

(D)  How Will Businesses Providing Services In The EU Be Affected In A No-Deal Scenario?

What Rules Will Apply for UK Businesses Supplying Services into the EU in a No-Deal Scenario?
‘Place of supply’ rules are international rules established by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development. The ‘place of supply’ determines which country businesses need to charge and account 
for VAT and are not governed by EU law. Consequently, VAT rules for the supply of services to EU member 
states will generally be left untouched. For digital services, VAT will be due in the customer’s member state.

There may be variation to the supply of insurance and financial services, in terms of the input VAT 
deduction rules for financial services. It is currently unclear to what extent variation may occur, but UK 
businesses that sell digital services into the EU will be able to register for the MOSS non-union scheme. This 
will allow the payment of VAT via single return and payment into the UK. The use of the UK MOSS portal 
would no longer be available.

What will Happen to the EU VAT Refund System in a No-Deal Scenario?
UK businesses will continue to be able to claim refunds of VAT from EU member states. However, post-
Brexit, businesses will have to rely on the current non-EU business refund procedures. Access to the 
EU refund system will no longer be available. The refund process varies across each member state and 
businesses will need to make themselves aware of the processes in the countries where they are looking to 
claim a refund.

Can the EU VAT Registration Number Validation Service Still be used in a No-Deal Scenario?
The validity of EU business VAT registration numbers post-Brexit will still be possible to be checked through 
the EU VAT registration validation service. This will continue until HMRC develops a UK VAT registration 
number service distinct from the EU.
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Brexit will have no direct impact on IP rights that are registered, or already subsist, in the 
UK. This includes UK registered trademarks, UK design rights and copyrights. If the UK 
maintains a close relationship post-Brexit, similar to the EEA regime, IP rights will likely 
remain largely the same.

In a no-deal scenario the unitary nature of IP rights across the UK and EU will be affected. 
Businesses in both the UK and EU will continue to need IP protection to extend across 
both jurisdictions, but without domestic legislation in place of EU law, certain rights 
holders may find themselves lacking sufficient IP protection.

(A)  Licence Agreements

The area of IP most likely to be affected will be licensing agreements. For example, 
licence agreements made before the 29 March 2019 are likely to consider that the EU is 
a single territory which includes the UK. Agreements may have to be amended to include 
the UK as a territory and determine the usage of certain rights.

(B)  Trademarks And Design Rights 35

Currently, EU trademarks coexist with the domestic trademark regimes of member states 
through the EU Harmonisation Directive. EUTM and Registered Community Designs 
granted by the EU Intellectual Property Office are governed by EU regulations. 

It is possible that the UK will no longer be party to the regulations that govern the EUTMs 
that automatically cover all EU member states. The Government, however, has said that 
it will ensure IP rights in all existing, registered EUTMs and Registered Community designs 
will continue to be protected and enforceable in the UK by providing an equivalent 
registered trade mark the UK. This equivalent, new right will be provided with ‘minimal 
administrative burden’ and treated as if it had been applied for under UK law.

For registered designs, Brexit will have no impact on UK applications. Post-Brexit, UK 
business will still be able to register Community Designs to cover all remaining member 
states.

What are the Implications of a Deal? 36

With or without a deal, trademarks and designs will need to be converted under 
domestic law as any trademarks or design rights offered by EU law cease to exist in 
the UK. The best scenario for rights holders would be the UK continuing to unilaterally 
recognize and protect EUTMs despite leaving the EU. 

One possible deal scenario, which was included as part of the draft withdrawal 
agreement, would mean that EUTMs would automatically convert into national rights 
without the need for further registration procedures nor the payment of fees. For those 
applications still pending at the end of transition, they would be permitted a further nine 
months to file. 

8. hoW Will Brexit affect 
intellectual property rights? 

For unregistered design rights, unregistered protection for designs will continue to apply in the UK. Gaps 
existing in legislation will be filled by the creation of a new unregistered design right parallel to EU law 
known as the ‘supplementary unregistered design right’ which will continue to protect UK-disclosed 
designs. This right will arise automatically and with no action required by the right holder.

What are the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario? 37

Without any withdrawal agreement between the UK and EU, existing EUTMs and registered community 
deigns would no longer be applicable in the UK. UK applicants would have to continue to apply for 
protection in the EU through the EUTM or Registered Community Design procedures as they do currently. 
The equivalent trade mark and design granted would then be subject to renewal in the UK, and could form 
the basis for proceedings before the UK Courts and Intellectual Property Office Tribunal. This right could 
then be assigned and licensed independently from the EU right. Ongoing trademarks and design right 
applications could be refiled post-Brexit from EU to UK status. 

Right holders taking this step will need to meet the cost of refiling their application. Costs are already 
specified in the existing UK fee structure, which would continue to apply. Any right holder that does not 
want a new comparable UK right could opt out. EUTM holders who use their rights predominantly in the UK 
may find rights in the UK at risk of revocation for non-use in the EU after Brexit.

What is the Suggested Action for Right Holders?
Holders of these rights may want to register for both a UK right and an EU right that can be used in both the 
UK and EU regardless of any deal to alleviate any potential issues post-Brexit. Post-Brexit, it will no longer 
be possible to obtain a single injunction for the infringement of a trademark or design right that covers 
the UK and the EU. Rather, a rights holder will have to go to the UK and EU courts separately for respective 
injunctions.

(C)  EU Domain Names

Although not strictly an IP right, domain names often contain trademarks and will require change post-
Brexit. Domain names were not addressed in the draft withdrawal agreement. However, it is likely that with 
or without a deal, organisations not established in the EU, and persons who are UK resident, will be no 
longer able to register or renew .eu domain names. 

(D)  Copyright

Copyright is a national right and will largely remain unaffected by Brexit. The Government is unlikely to 
make significant changes to its law and EU influenced aspects are likely to remain post-Brexit due to the 
widely accepted benefits of copyright harmonization.

What are the Implications of a Deal? 38

EU law contains certain cross-border measures that benefit certain copyright holders that are not reflected 
in UK law. The Commission has published a list of consequences for these rights holders that, subject to any 
deal made, confirmed that the reciprocal cross-border mechanisms would no longer apply. This will have a 
direct impact on copyright holders in the cross-border portability of online content services and the import/
export of accessible format copies of copyright works respectively.

Copyright duration in the UK depends on the work’s country of origin. Post-Brexit, UK legislation will likely 
be amended to apply the same general principles to all countries and will have no immediate impact on 
copyright duration offered in the UK.

If the UK remains part of the EEA, database right holders rights will remain unaffected.
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What are the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario? 39

The Government has stated that the UK’s membership of the main international treaties on copyright 
and the scope of protection will remain unchanged. Such treaties include the World Intellectual Property 
Organization Copyright Treaty and the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, 
both of which will continue to govern the relationship of copyright between the UK and the EU. 
They have also stated that the EU Regulations and Directives on copyright will be transposed into UK law. 
For database rights, UK specific legislation will be needed post-Brexit as database rights are a produce of 
EEA legislation.

What is the Suggested Action for Right Holders?
In practice it is unlikely that the majority of copyright holders in the UK will face adverse consequences. UK 
copyright works will continue to be protected abroad, as the UK will remain a contracting party to many of 
the main multilateral copyright treaties. 

How cross-border mechanisms are treated post-Brexit will depend on the legislation in the relevant 
territories. If a UK owner is concerned about how cross-border mechanisms may affect their copyright they 
may want to consider relying on other forms of domestic protection or seek additional arrangements with 
contracting parties.

(E)  Patents 40 40a

The effect on patents will be limited. The UK is a member of the European Patent Convention, which exists 
in isolation from the EU. European Patents designating the UK will remain unaffected through the European 
Patent Office. The main concern for patent holders is the status of the SPC post-Brexit. SPCs are governed 
by an EU regulation that will not automatically apply after Brexit.

What are the Implications of a Deal?
Patents are not mentioned in the withdrawal agreement as there is little harmonization of EU law in this 
area. With or without a deal, the existing rights and licences will remain unaffected. The post-Brexit impact 
on the domestic UK patent application process and registration will be minimal. EU patents designating the 
UK will also remain unaffected, as the European Patent Office exists in isolation of the EU.

What are the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario? 41 41a 
Unless the UK becomes an EEA member, the SPC will no longer be available for patent holders. Patent 
holders would also be excluded from the new EU Unitary Patent regime.

(F)  Trade Secrets / Knowhow

Brexit will not directly affect the law on trade secrets as the Government has already transposed EU Trade 
Secrets Directive into domestic law. Any secret holder in the UK doing business in the EU can still rely on 
and enforce the Directive as it applies regardless of domicile.

(G)  Exhaustion Of IP Rights 42

With or without a deal, it seems that the Government intend to have a one-sided approach to the 
exhaustion of IP rights. It will continue to recognize EEA rules on exhaustion for imports into the UK.

What are the Implications of a Deal?
Any deal will most likely ensure the protection and enforcement possibilities for existing IP rights across EU 
member states, in that they will continue in the same way. This means that IP rights holders will be unable 
to use their IP rights to stop parallel imports of goods within the EEA.

What are the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario?
The current rules will not apply. This means that IP rights holders could use its EEA IP rights to stop the 
parallel imports of UK goods into the EEA. 

However, the Government has taken steps to transpose the EEA rules into domestic law through draft 
legislation to continue to apply the EEA rules with or without a deal. Therefore it is likely the current 
exhaustion rules will continue to apply in the same way as they do at present.

(H)  Enforcement Of IP Rights In The EU 43

A rights holder looking to enforce their rights in the EU should pay attention to the conflict of law rules. 
If the UK does not become party to the EEA, then judgements from the European Court of Justice on 
intellectual property will no longer be relevant. The UK judiciary may then diverge in material respects.
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Once the UK has left the EU and any transition period has ended, the UK will become 
a third-country for the purposes of EU data protection law which may have important 
consequences. 

(A)  What Is The GDPR? 44

The GDPR requires that those who control and process personal data meet certain 
requirements and sets out a framework that gives people more control over how their 
data is used.

The transfer of personal data from a controller or processor organisation in an EU 
member state to a recipient located in a third-country may only take place if specified 
conditions are satisfied. This applies even if the intended recipient is a member of the 
same corporate group.

(B)  What Are Adequacy Decisions? 45

The Commission can examine and then recognise a third-country’s data protection laws 
as being adequate by issuing an “Adequacy Decision”. This takes into account the range 
of protections offered in the third-country. The effect is that personal data can flow to 
that third-country without the need for further safeguards.

The UK’s use of mass surveillance techniques may cause concern and jeopardize the grant 
of an Adequacy Decision 46. In any event, these decisions can be challenged and thus do 
not provide the same degree of certainty as EU membership. 

The following countries benefit from such a decision: Andorra, Argentina, Canada 
(commercial organisations), Faroe Islands, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Israel, Japan, Jersey, 
New Zealand, Switzerland, Uruguay and Privacy Shield participants in the United States 
(the “White List” countries). 

Adequate Safeguards and Derogations 47

If a recipient is located outwith a White List country, adequate safeguards such as 
standard clauses or BCR must be provided for the transfer. The final fall-back is that the 
transfer falls within one of the narrowly construed derogations set out in the GDPR such 
as national security.

(C)  What If The UK Leaves The EU Without An Adequacy Decision? 48

9. Will data Be protected? Businesses Operating in an EU Member State
Under the GDPR, the UK’s status as a third-country means that, absent a derogation, adequate safeguards 
would need to be implemented for transfers of personal data from the EU to the UK. 

Businesses Operating in the UK 49

The Government has indicated that it will implement regulations to transitionally recognise all EEA 
countries (including EU member states), Gibraltar and the EU institutions as “adequate”, thereby permitting 
data transfers to these countries to continue.  These regulations would also recognise the EU standard 
contractual clauses and any BCRs authorised before 29 March 2019.

(D)  Parallel Legal Regimes

From the point at which EU law ceases to be applicable in the UK, two distinct legal regimes will exist. The 
extensive reach of data protection laws would mean that:

• EU organisations without a UK establishment will be subject to the UK regime if their data processing 
involves offering of goods or services, or monitoring of the behaviour of individuals in the UK.

• UK organisations without an EU establishment will be subject to the EU regime where their data 
processing involves offering of goods or services or monitoring of the behaviour of individuals in the 
EU. 

(E)  What Will Happen To ICO? 50

ICO will cease to be a ‘supervisory authority’ and therefore organisations that previously considered it to be 
their lead supervisory authority will need to consider the following:

• Whether an alternative EEA supervisory authority could serve that role, and
• Which supervisory authority would have jurisdiction to investigate them. 

Organisations would need to engage with such authorities in relation to data breach notifications, 
appointments of Data Protection Officer’s and high risk processing activities. 

(F)  What Can Companies Do Now?

Companies should identify trading relationships that rely on the cross-border transfer of personal data. 
BCRs will still be recognised to allow multinational corporations, international organisations and groups of 
companies to make intra-group transfers. 

Organisations which have secured, or were in the course of applying for, BCR with the ICO as supervisory 
authority, should note that existing authorisations will not be cancelled - in the event of a no-deal Brexit, 
the Government intends to pass regulations to recognise BCR previously issued by the ICO and confirm ICOs 
power to authorise new ones.
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(A)  What Is Going To Happen To Freedom Of Movement? 51

Leaving the EU means that, under the terms of the arrangements negotiated so far, the 
free movement of people would end on 31 December 2020. This means that all nationals, 
including EU nationals, will require permission to live, work and study in the UK from the 
1 January 2021.

(B)  How Will Brexit Affect Travel To The EU? 52

The Commission has stated that even in a no-deal scenario, British travelers will still be 
able to visit the EU without a visa, so long as the same is offered to European citizens 
visiting the UK. A UK national’s rights as a consumer would also largely be unchanged.

Passengers who are travelling by Eurostar, Eurotunnel, by sea or bus/coach to the EU 
from the UK will continue to have their rights unchanged. Passengers on cross-border rail 
services from or into the EU will continue to be protected by EU law in the EU, and the 
Government will likely transpose this protection into UK law. 

What Would be the implications of a Deal?
Any deal is likely to promote travel between the EU and UK; such as visa-free travel for 
short-term visits. However, this would remain subject to EU nationals receiving the same 
treatment from the UK.

The Commission has said that from 2021, UK citizens will be required to pay a fee for this 
visa exemption as part of a new electronic travel authorisation system to all third-country 
visitors to the EU. This will be on similar lines to the US Electronic System for Travel 
Authorisation regime53.

What Would be the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario? 54

According to the Commission, it is unlikely that UK nationals will need a visa for short-stay 
trips if the UK is willing to reciprocate.

(C)  What Does Brexit Mean For My Passport?

The extent to which it will be useable will depend on the terms of any deal.

What Would be the Implications of a Deal?
At present, most countries in the EU are members of Schengen Agreement, which 
removes passport checks and border controls as if the EU was one country. Any deal 
is likely to exist on similar terms to the current situation and there will remain no 
requirement to have a certain amount of time left before expiry.

What Would be the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario? 55

Without a deal, British passport holders will be considered third-country nationals by 
countries within the Schengen area. The same rules would apply to British nationals as 
they would to travelers from Australia, Canada or the USA. 

The Code would require British nationals to have been issued a passport within 10 years 
of the date of arrival in a Schengen country and have at least 3 months validity remaining 
on the date of intended departure from the last country visited in the Schengen area. 

10. hoW Will Brexit affect travel 
to and from the eu? 

As third-country nationals, British nationals will only be able to spend 90 days in the Schengen area. 
The Government advises British nationals to have longer than 6 months left on their passports on date 
of arrival. If a country is not within the Schengen area but within the EU (Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus and 
Romania) different entry requirements may apply.

What to do next? 56

For those travelling to the Schengen area post-Brexit, the Government recommends that British passports 
are no older than 9 years and 6 months on the day of travel. Therefore, a passport will have to have been 
issued on or after 1 October 2009 to be valid. If a 10 year adult passport was renewed before it expired, 
extra months may have been added to the expiry date in which will not count towards the 6 months 
remaining. 

The Code also refuses to recognize non-EU passports that are valid for over 10 years, so it is important to 
understand the validity of your passport.  If your passport fails to comply with the Code, you may be denied 
entry. 

(D)  Will I Still Be Able To Fly Post-Brexit? 57  57a

Both the Government and the Commission have offered similar reassurances that even in a no-deal 
scenario, UK and EU airlines will still ultimately be able to operate flights between the UK and the EU with 
minimal disruption. There will be no-impact to direct flights to non-EU countries. However, delays and 
congestion at airports could potentially still occur. This could be as a result of passengers failing to meet 
passport specifications for validity in UK airports, or the increased time to process third-country nationals.

Passenger rights for passengers flying on EU registered airlines will continue to apply as at present under 
EU law. A passengers who is subject to cancellation, delay or denied booking would still be entitled to 
assistance and compensation on the same current basis under the Civil Aviation authority. Further, the 
current rules for passengers with reduced mobility and consumer protection in the event of travel provider 
insolvency will continue to apply.

What Would be the Implications of a Deal?
It is likely that, in any scenario, the UK and the EU would grant reciprocal permissions for licensed airlines 
to operate in the respective states. It would not be in the interest for either the UK or the EU to restrict the 
choice of destinations for travel or create unnecessary disruption. 

The UK will continue to apply robust security measures and the Commission has proposed measures to 
avoid extra security screening of passengers from the UK.

What Would be the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario? 58

In the event of a no-deal, most passengers will face minimal change to aviation security. Disruptions could 
potentially occur if permissions were not granted to UK or EU airlines. Although this is unlikely, it could 
ultimately result in planes remaining grounded immediately after Brexit for an unspecified amount of time. 
UK nationals would no longer be able to use the ‘fast lanes’ and remain subject to thorough checks of all 
entry conditions for third-country nationals upon entry.

A future knock-on effect may be that UK flights will no longer be profitable for airlines, whether as a result 
of more profitable routes or simply less custom due to a reduction in people travelling to and from the 
UK. Consequently, there may be less flights available to and from the UK. The International Air Transport 
Association have already stated that a no-deal scenario could result in flights between the UK and Europe 
being capped at 2017’s numbers59.
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What to do Next? 60

The Government has stated that it has no intention to change the compensation rules for delayed flights. 
However, all passengers should continue to take out appropriate travel insurance policies. Any airline that 
sells a ticket for a flight that can no longer operate is obliged to provide a refund. 

(E)  How Will Brexit Affect Travel Within The CTA? 61

With or without a deal, the CTA arrangements between the UK, Crown Dependencies and Ireland would be 
maintained. Irish citizens will continue to have the right to enter and remain in the UK as now in the event 
of a no-deal without the need to do anything. 

There will continue to be no routine immigration controls on journeys from within the UK to the CTA, and 
vice versa.

(F)  Will I Be Able To Use My UK Driving Licence Abroad? 62

The UK driving licence will continue to be valid until its expiry date but its capability for use in the EU will 
end.

What Would be the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario?
It is likely that UK travelers who want to drive in the EU will need to apply for the relevant International 
Driving Permit, costing £5.50. Certain countries may require different permits to comply with domestic law. 
Ireland, Spain, Malta and Cyprus require the 1949 Geneva Convention on Road Traffic permit, whilst all 
other EU countries (and EEA countries) require the 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic permit. 

(G)  Will My Health Insurance Be Affected? 63

What Would be the Implications of a Deal? 
The EHIC will technically no longer be valid. However, the Government has stated it wants UK holiday 
makers to continue to qualify for medical treatment on the same basis as citizens of the country they are in. 
Whether this extends to longer-term travelers, or travelers on business, has not been determined.

What Would be the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario?
The EHIC will no longer be valid, but is unlikely existing travel insurance policies would change.

What to do next?
When travelling to the EU, travelers should ensure they have appropriate travel insurance whether they 
have an EHIC or not. Travel insurance premiums, however, may increase in cost.

(H)  Will I Face Extra Costs When Data Roaming?

After Brexit, UK nationals will no longer have the automatic right to roam free telephonically.
 
What Would be the Implications of a Deal? 64

Subject to the terms of a deal, surcharge-free roaming would continue to operate as it does pre-Brexit 
during any transition period. Potential costs and arrangements for roaming following this period would 
depend on future negotiations. For example, Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein are party to the EEA 
Agreement and have introduced ‘Roam Like at Home’ rules so users do not have to pay anything extra.

What Would be the Implications of a No-Deal Scenario? 65

A no-deal scenario would mean that EU mobile operators would no longer be regulated in charging UK 
operators for providing roaming services. The availability and pricing of roaming arrangements in the EU 
would then become a commercial decision for mobile operators: whether to continue with current mobile 
packages or to diverge from current arrangements. Some operators, such as Vodafone, 3, O2, and EE have 
already stated they have no plans to change their approach without a deal.

It is likely that the Government would also legislate to ensure that mobile operators apply financial limits in 
line with the current €50 under EU law.

What to do next?
In any event, the Government recommends that phone users check the roaming policies and current terms 
and conditions of their mobile operators. This is of particular importance to those who are likely to have 
high usage of their mobiles in the EU post-Brexit.

Mobile phone users should note that Ofcom rules allow the cancellation of contracts based on certain price 
increases free-of-charge.

(I)  What Are The Long-Term Plans For Immigration To The UK? 66

On 19 December 2018, the Government published its White Paper on a future post-Brexit skills-based 
immigration system. The UK will apply the same immigration rules to all migrants from 2021 (assuming an 
orderly exit with a transition period) and the Government will try to reduce net migration to ‘sustainable 
levels.’

For businesses facing uncertainty around the availability of workers, skilled and highly-skilled migrant’s 
application will be considered under the reformed Tier 2 General Work Permit. Workers can apply for 
a Tier 2 if they have been offered a skilled job in the UK. The White Paper seeks to reduce the skills 
threshold, abolish the current resident labour market test and remove the existing annual cap in favour of a 
‘sustainable level.’ 

Workers will need to be employed by a licenced sponsor to apply to live in the UK, and the White Paper 
aims to make sponsorship easier so that employers will be able to recruit migrant workers in two to three 
weeks. This is a significant reduction as currently the process can take two to three months. Further, it 
also envisages certain routes under Tier 2 that will lead to settlement – for example, migrants under Tier 2 
(Intra-Company Transfer) cannot generally apply for settlement.

A temporary worker route will be available as a transitional measure for lower skilled jobs, for up to 12 
months at a time, with a 12-month cooling off period to prevent further applications for leave, and no 
requirement for sponsorship. This route will, however, have certain conditions such as a restricted access to 
public funds, limitations on switching and making applications to extend, and will not lead to settlement. A 
full review of this route will take place in 2025.

Additional significant points of interest are that students (at bachelor’s level or above) will have post-study 
leave of six months (bachelor’s and masters’ level) and 12 months (PhD level) and the ability to switch into 
skilled work three months before the end of their course and to apply for leave to enter the UK for two 
years after graduation.

For right to work implications for EEA nationals in the UK at the date of Brexit please see Chapter 14.
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11. What Will happen to state aid? 

(A)  What Is State Aid? 67

State aid is used to describe any assistance granted by a public authority on a selective 
basis to any organisation. The EU’s state aid rules aim to prevent assistance that distorts 
competition or affects trading between member states. 

A national measure is regarded as state aid if the measure:

• is granted by the state or through state resources;
• confers an advantage on a selective basis to the recipient;
• distorts, or has the potential to distort, competition; or
• affects, or is likely to affect, trade between member states.

A wide range of measures may be caught out, ranging from financial grants to tax credits. 
However, not all state aid is unlawful under EU law; it is recognised that certain measures 
may make a positive contribution without unduly affecting trade such as those targeting 
areas with serious underemployment.

WTO Controls on ‘Subsidies’ 68

Post-Brexit, the UK would look to the WTO’s rules. In addition to EU state aid rules, the UK 
is party to the SCM. Whilst the definition of a ‘subsidy’ under the SCM is broadly similar, 
the EU rules are a lot more stringent.  

The default position under the WTO rules is that subsidies are generally allowed, while 
EU rules consider subsidies to be generally illegal. The EU rules include services, the WTO 
rules concern only goods. WTO rules rely on state-to-state enforcement while under EU 
rules there are remedies available to businesses and individuals. Furthermore, under EU 
rules, a business has to repay illegal state aid (there is no equivalent provision in the WTO 
rules).

(B)  What Role Will The EU State Aid Rules Have Post-Brexit? 69

It is likely that state aid provisions will be part of any agreement between the EU and the 
UK - the EU has insisted on including some sort of controls on state assistance in almost 
every free trade agreement it has entered. In general, the closer the market integration 
agreed, the more state aid rules form part of an agreement between third-countries and 
the EU.

If the UK were to seek membership of the EEA then it would be bound by the relevant 
provisions of the EEA Agreement. These provisions are very similar to the EU’s and the 
EFTA Surveillance Court would replace the Commission as the enforcement body. Given 
the similarities, the UK would be following almost identical rules but with no influence on 
their development.

The UK could adopt the approach of the other EFTA member, Switzerland, and refrain 
from pursuing EEA membership. Switzerland’s relationship with the EU is governed by a 
series of bilateral sector-specific agreements. In this case, it is harder to predict the extent 
of any future application of the EU state aid regime to the UK.

If the UK has a separate free trade agreement with the EU, the agreement would probably have its own 
specific rules, such as those found in the EU-Singapore Agreement70. These are likely to be narrower than 
the state aid rules.

(C)  What Are The Government Proposals? 71

The government has indicated that it favours an independent UK state aid regime, albeit one that does not 
diverge significantly from the EU’s. The Withdrawal Act sought to preserve a general prohibition on state 
aid by transposing existing EU law into the UK legislative framework. 

The CMA would become the UK’s independent state aid authority and take over the role of the 
Commission. The government proposes the adoption of a common rulebook whereby the UK would 
continue to apply the existing EU state aid law, subject to certain differences relating to payments to 
farmers and other land managers for environmental benefits.

What Would Happen During a Transition Period?
If the UK and the EU agree on a transition period, EU state aid regime will continue to apply during that 
time. The Commission will continue to assess and approve UK state aid. 

(D)  What Will Happen In A No-Deal Scenario? 72

If the UK were to leave the EU on 29 March 2019 without an agreement, the CMA will take over state aid 
regulation within the UK. From that point:

• UK public authorities will need to notify state aid to any undertaking, through either the block 
exemption or a full notification, to the CMA instead of the Commission;

• existing approvals of state aid, including block exemption approvals, will remain valid and will be 
carried over into UK law under the Withdrawal Act; and

• any notifications not yet approved by the Commission should be submitted to the CMA.
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12. What Will happen to the 
internal energy marKet? 

The IEM, also known as the single energy market, refers to the ongoing integration of the 
energy markets of EU member states. 

(A)  Will The Uk Continue To Participate In The IEM? 73

If continued IEM participation were pursued, the Government will need to consider 
membership models. Continued participation in the IEM is likely to entail compliance with 
the European network codes for electricity and gas. 

Ofgem and National Grid would seek to retain their membership of the Agency for the 
Cooperation of Energy Regulators, European Network of Transmission System Operators 
for Electricity and European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas so that 
the UK can continue to be a rule-maker in this field. 

(B)  What Is The Energy Community Treaty? 74

The Energy Community Treaty establishes an energy community between the EU and 
eight south-east Europe states. It is an international agreement establishing cooperation 
in the energy industry, agreeing to adopt measures adapting the body of EU law on 
energy, environment, competition and renewables.  

Customs duties and quantitative restrictions on the import or export of electricity or 
gas are prohibited whilst parties must refrain from activity that could jeopardise the 
attainment of the objectives of the Treaty.

(C)  What Will Happen In A No-Deal Scenario? 75

The UK market would be removed from the IEM, although an agreement could be 
reached to permit the Single Electricity Market between Ireland and Northern Ireland to 
continue. 

The Government has noted the need for alternative trading arrangements for cross-
border flows through interconnectors, the need for interconnector owners to potentially 
reassess their EU TSI certifications and the need for separate EU registration under.

The Government is working to ensure new access rules are approved, and to support 
operators’ engagement with EU member state authorities. Legal powers to separate the 
Northern Irish energy market and ensure the continued supply of energy to Northern 
Ireland may have to be exercised.

(D)  What Will Happen To The Oil And Gas Industry More Generally? 76

The regulatory impact on the upstream oil & gas industry itself should be relatively 
limited as the UK regime is largely fit for purpose. Tax positioning is unlikely to change, as 
the Government has always retained control over its energy policy and its reserves of oil 
and gas. 

It is anticipated that the industry is on track for an increase in production and a stable 
level of imports. 

It remains that the UK oil and gas industry 
makes up a substantial proportion of the 
EU’s oil and gas trade. It is likely that the UK 
oil and gas industry’s strong positioning will 
prove a sufficient bargaining chip to avoid 
major problems with its future trade with 
the EU.

In respect of the gas market, the Government 
expects that gas TSOs in Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland will continue to use the 
PRISMA gas capacity trading platform to 
allocate capacity at interconnection points 
and to apply the rules establishing a network 
code on capacity allocation mechanisms in 
gas transmission systems. 

Interconnector operators should confirm 
their TSO certifications with the national 
regulators of the relevant countries (Ireland, 
the Netherlands and Belgium) and confirm 
the application of the access rules. Gas 
market participants will need to separately 
register under REMIT for trading activities 
involving the EU.

The biggest issues facing the oil and 
gas industry, other than general market 
uncertainty, will be the knock-on effects on 
supply chain management and access to 
workers without a free movement of people.
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13. can i Brexit-proof commercial contracts? 

It is important that businesses understand and evaluate the commercial implications of 
Brexit. Businesses should identify the extent to which changes may be necessary and the 
key risks and opportunities associated with Brexit.

How businesses allocate risks in future contracts will be crucial. No party will want to 
take on, or be liable for, an unknown risk, so parties may agree to allow opportunities for 
renegotiations or termination.

(A)  What Should I Look For When Auditing Existing Contracts?

Terms
• Will the contract still be in force on 29 March 2019, when the UK is due to leave the 

EU?
• If the UK enters into a transitional arrangement, will the contract still be in force 

when the transition period ends?
• If the contract will end before these dates, is it likely to be extended/renewed? - If so, 

a broad set of amendments may be needed to future proof it against any legal and/or 
commercial changes arising from Brexit.

Flexibility
• Can pricing and/or delivery arrangements be reviewed and amended?
• Can stocks of goods be built up?

Currency of Payments
• Who bears the risk of fluctuations in exchange rates? 
• Are the prices fixed in a particular currency and is there a mechanism to vary charges 

in light of any fluctuations? 

Tariffs and Customs
• Could the provision of goods/services be subject to further tariffs and who will bear 

the cost of such? 
• Who is responsible for customs clearance and who will bear the costs of such? 
• What impact might customs control have on service levels and delivery timetables?

Personnel
• Is the performance of the contract dependant on persons travelling between the UK 

and EU?
• If so, how will this be affected by changes to freedom of movement between the 

UK and EU?
• Is there a risk of labour shortages?

• Will the loss of freedom of movement lead to labour shortages and/or an increase 
in labour costs? 

• Could a party, or their personnel, lose the recognition of licenses and/or qualifications? - For example 
financial service firms might lose passporting rights inhibiting their ability to provide financial services 
to customers in the EU.

Data Transfers
• Will there be data transfers from the EU to the UK? 

• If so, specific mechanisms may be needed to ensure those transfers can continue post-Brexit.

‘Hardship’ & Material Adverse Change and Force Majeure Clauses
• Is there a clause dealing with situations where one party has to bear an excessive burden of costs?

• If so, could it be triggered by Brexit? 
• Whilst it is unlikely that a force majeure clause will be of any help to resolve a Brexit issue, it would be 

advisable to provide that Brexit will, or will not, be deemed a force majeure event.

References to ‘the EU’
• Review definitions to determine contractual extent of ‘the EU’ - It will be important to ascertain this for 

any agreements where EU law has a significant role such as agency agreements.

Law and Jurisdiction
• Are the applicable laws likely to change? 
• Consideration should be given to what the potential changes could be and the impact they might have 

on the agreement i.e. is there is a danger that one party may have to bear additional costs to comply 
with post-Brexit regulatory changes.

• Will there be any barriers to enforcing judgements in EU jurisdictions post-Brexit?

(B)  What Should I Consider When Drafting Future Contracts?

Current drafting should seek to ‘future-proof’ contracts against Brexit. The nature of certain provisions will 
depend on each individual contract, but general issues to consider include:

Parties
• Consider the location of the parties to the contract and whether there is any advantage in ensuring the 

parties are located in the same jurisdiction.

Definitions
• Make sure that territorial references to the EU are clear as to whether or not the UK is included. 

Predictable Events
• Are there any events for which the parties feel confident about providing specified consequences?

Supply of Goods
• Consider using formulas to vary prices in the event of changes to tariffs. 
• Who is responsible for customs clearance and what impact might delays have on delivery of goods?
• What regulatory requirements must be satisfied and who is responsible for conformity assessments? 
• Will rules of origin affect the choice of components for tariff purposes?
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Supply of Services
• Will the supplier be permitted to continue to supply services after Brexit i.e. passporting rights for 

financial services?
• Will changes to freedom of movement have an impact on personnel who need to travel to provide 

services? 
• Will the recognition of professional qualifications differ?

Exchange Rates
• Ensure clarity as to who will bear the cost of fluctuations.

Data Protection
• Determine the extent to which personal data will be transferred from the EU to the UK - Specific 

contractual mechanisms may be needed to ensure those transfers can continue. 

Termination
• Consider including a termination for convenience clause, with a short notice period, or a specific Brexit 

termination clause. 

Disputes
• Enforcement of judgements of UK courts may become harder and thus it may be worthwhile to use an 

alternative dispute resolution mechanism such as arbitration.

(C)  Should I Include A Brexit Clause?

A Brexit clause is a contractual clause that could trigger a change in the parties’ rights and obligations as a 
result of a defined event occurring.  The degree of change could vary from renegotiation of certain clauses 
to termination of the contract.

The trigger event may not necessarily be Brexit itself, but possibly an event which results from Brexit and 
adversely affects the terms of a contract, such as a change in VAT payments procedure. The wider the terms 
of the trigger, the more likely a change in the contract whilst the narrower the trigger, the less scope for 
change.

(A) How Will Brexit Affect Immigration And The Right Of Eea Citizens To Work In The UK?

As discussed in Chapter 10, EEA citizens can currently come to the UK to live and work 
without requiring any specific licence or visa. However, when free movement of people 
comes to an end after Brexit, this position will change.

What will Happen in relation to Immigration and Right to Work if we Leave the EU 
with a Deal? 77  77a

The current proposal is that if we leave the EU with a deal, EEA nationals who are in 
the UK before the end of the implementation period (31 December 2020) will get to 
remain in the UK. They will be required to apply for “Settled Status” by 30 June 2021 to 
evidence their right to remain and work in the UK. Any EEA nationals arriving in the UK 
after 1 January 2021 will be subject to the new immigration rules to be put in place by the 
Government. The current proposal for these new immigration rules was outlined in the 
Government white paper in December 2018. This indicates that the Government plan to 
reform the Tier 2 points based system, making it applicable to all migrants, and modifying 
the system by abolishing the resident labour market test and lowering the skills threshold 
for migrants to enter the UK.

What will Happen in a No-Deal Scenario? 78

In a no-deal scenario, free movement will end when the UK leaves the EU on 29 March 
2019. Any EEA national who is living in the UK before that point can remain in the UK. 
They will be able to apply for settled status with the deadline in a no-deal situation being 
31 December 2020. As noted above, any EEA national entering the UK after 1 January 
2021 will be subject to the new immigration rules in place at that time. 

EEA nationals arriving in the UK between 29 March 2019 and 31 December 2020 can 
enter the UK and stay for up to 3 months to work and study. If they wish to stay longer 
than this, they can apply for European Temporary Leave to remain, which, if granted, 
gives them the option to apply to stay for up to 3 years. The Government have stated that 
European Temporary Leave to Remain will not be extendable, and will not give indefinite 
leave to remain or lead to settled status. To stay in the country for longer than 3 years, 
EEA individuals will require to apply through the new immigration rules in effect from 1 
January 2021 for a valid immigration status.

What is Settled Status and how can Individuals Apply? 79

Settled Status is an immigration status referring to an EEA national who has been granted 
the unlimited right to live and work in the UK post-Brexit. The online application scheme 
for EU individuals with biometric passports is now open, and the full scheme will open in 
March. A fee of £65 is currently payable to apply (or £32.50 for individuals under 16), but 
the Government have announced that the fee will be scrapped when the scheme fully 
opens on 30 March 2019, and those that have already applied and paid a fee will have this 
refunded. 

Currently the application is carried out via android app. The android needs to have 
operating system 6.0 or above and have Near Field Communication capability. The 
applicant then uses the app to scan the chip in their passport and take a photograph of 
their face. They will also need to supply their national insurance number, confirm their 
address, and confirm whether they have committed any criminal convictions. A check is 
then conducted with the individual’s tax records. If the records show that the individual 
has been in the UK for 5 continuous years, no further documents are required. 

14. What changes Will Be made to immigration, 
right to WorK, and employment laW? 
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If 5 continuous years of tax and benefit records cannot be found, the individual will need to upload 
documents to evidence that they have been in the UK for the required period of time (such as utility bills, 
payslips or university degree certificates). 

To be eligible for settled status, the individual must have been continually resident in the UK for at least 
five years. Continuous residence for these purposes means that they have not left the UK for more than 
6 months in total in any 12 month period. There is an exception where there is a single period of absence 
for an important reason. This period can be up to 12 months, and examples are studying abroad or serious 
illness. Compulsory military service of any length is also disregarded. 

EU citizens must also pass the “suitability requirement”, meaning they will be asked to declare criminal 
convictions committed both in the UK and in any other country, as well as whether they have ever been 
involved in any terrorist activities, war crimes or genocide. The Government has declared that only serious 
or persistent criminality will affect the application. 

Once a person has been granted settled status, they will get access to an online portal where they can view 
their immigration status and update their personal details. There is also an option to share their right to 
work confirmation with their employer. An individual with settled status may lose this if they leave the UK 
for more than 5 continuous years.

Where an individual cannot evidence 5 continuous years’ residence in the UK they can apply for pre-settled 
status. This evidences that they entered the UK prior to the cut-off date (this will depend on whether 
we exit with or without a deal) and they can convert this to settled status once the 5 year period is up. 
However, they must not leave the UK for more than 6 months in any 12 month period prior to the granting 
to settled status or they may lose their pre-settled status.

It is important to remember that entitlement to settled and pre-settled status is not automatic and requires 
an individual to actively make an application. 

(B)  What Are The Implications Of Brexit On Employment Law? 80

Much of UK employment law is either based on EU legislation, or is EU law that is directly effective in the 
UK i.e. currently applies without the UK having to bring it into force with any implementing legislation.  
Some of the employment law rules we apply have also been established through the interpretation of 
European laws by the European Court of Justice. An example of this is the rules on including elements of 
pay such as commission in holiday pay. 

Will there be Changes to Employment Legislation when we Leave the EU?
Any EU legislation that has been implemented by UK legislation is not affected by Brexit unless the 
Government decides to make changes to such legislation. With regard to directly applicable EU legislation, 
and decision by the European Court of Justice, the Withdrawal Act retains the existing body of EU law by 
copying this into UK law when we leave the EU, and also ensures that past decisions of the European Court 
of Justice remain binding on courts below the Supreme Court.

Any changes made to employment law at an EU level, whether that is in terms of new legislation or via 
decisions of the European Court of Justice, will no longer apply to the UK. EU law will no longer trump the 
law of the UK. In a Deal scenario, EU law will cease to apply from the end of the implementation period on 
31 December 2020. If there is no deal, then EU legislation ceases to apply on 29 March 2019 when we leave 
the EU.

After Brexit, the Government will be free to make changes to all employment legislation unilaterally; for 
example, some commentators have been suggesting that the Government may wish to make changes to 
the Working Time rules which have been unpopular with the Government since their implementation.
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